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Description of the Method

Abstract
There is great interest in genomics studies involving therapeutic and genetic
perturbations in HD model systems. A common question that arises in these
studies is the extent to which a given therapeutic or genetic perturbation can
modulate (reverse, prevent, or exacerbate) transcript or protein level effects of
the HD model at the broad global level, biological pathway level, as well as the
level of individual genes or proteins. We describe here a method for making
such determinations based on individual feature (eg gene or protein) expression
statistics derived from differential expression analysis. The method involves
defining a broad “HD Signature” list of features that are affected in the HD
model system absent any perturbation and then for each feature determining
the posterior probability that the feature displays a given level of modulation in
the treated HD model. The directionality and magnitude of the effect is then
used to classify these modulations and the individual probabilities are rolled up
to define overall modulation percentages.
Along with describing this
methodology in detail, we will present examples from relevant studies.

Description of the Method
o

Studies subject to this analysis method involve an HD model system and
perturbations involving genetic modifications or molecular agents
o e.g, those known to or are suspected of lowering levels of mutant Huntingtin
o The analysis paradigm is based on two differential expression analysis
measurements, such as those performed using R packages such as DESeq2 or
limma
o HD Signature contrast: HD Model vs. Wild type, both un-perturbed
o HD Perturbation contrast: Perturbed HD Model vs. un-Perturbed HD Model
o In addition, a Perturbed Wild Type vs. un-Perturbed Wild Type contrast can
be included to filter out “background” effects that are less likely to be
relevant to HD

Results

o

The posterior-probability based reversal method (“PP” for short) attempts to
quantify the probability that the treatment effect reverses, either partially or
fully, the disease effect on a gene by gene basis. This is done by viewing the
treatment effect as a multiple of the disease effect (in log-fold-change), i.e.,
∆_treat=𝛼∆_disease. If α < 0, then the disease effect is reversed by the
treatment; while if α > 0, the disease effect is exacerbated by treatment.
o The PP method examines 5 possible cases for α, for example:
o Super-reversal: α < -1.3
o Full reversal: -1.3 < α < -0.7
o Partial reversal: -0.7 < α < -0.2
o Negligible reversal: -0.2 < α < 0.2
o Exacerbation: α > 0.2
o Once the probabilities for each region are calculated, a gene is assigned to a
reversal category by the following logic
o Probabilities for full reversal, partial reversal, and super reversal are
summed to determine an Overall Reversal Probability
o If P[Overall Reversal] > 0.95, the gene is considered to be reversed
o Reversed gene is assigned to the reversal category with the highest
probability
o Dependent on when the perturbation was initiated in the HD model, a
“reversal” could chronologically represent a prevention of the gene
dysregulation rather than a true reversal of a differentially expressed gene

HD Model Studies

We use the following type of nomenclature to label HD “perturbation scenarios”:

Results

Summary
o Reversal and exacerbation genes determined by posterior probabilities provide
an interpretable summary statistic and gene filter within and between studies.
o Gene by gene statistics can be rolled up to level of overall signature, particular
gene lists of interest, or genes represented in relevant pathways and gene sets.
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